LIFE   ON  BOARD
non-brain workers. The same sound varies in its effect on
different persons; when it was necessary to use the engine the
Sailing-master complained that he could never sleep with that
/'unnaturalnoise" going on. He altogether refused to allow
that its regular beat might be considered less distracting than
the spasmodic jibing of the ship, with its inevitable accompani-
ment of shouting of orders, stamping, and hauling of ropes;
those he maintained were absolutely " natural" sounds. This
recalls the attitude of the cook to cabbage day, which, though
beloved of the men, is, under certain conditions of the elements*
the reverse of pleasant to others on a small vessel, so much so*
that on many yachts its recurrence is restricted by the ship's*
articles; Mana's cook was of the opinion that the smell was;
"rather nice"; he evidently considered it a " natural" odour,
which perhaps on the whole was fortunate.
The most pleasant time of all on deck was after tea; it was
then cool, with the almost daily spectacle of a magnificent sunset.
Sometimes the sinking globe went down amid a glory of clouds,
which turned the sea into a blaze of red and gold; at others
its descent could be traced inch by inch as the ball of fire sank
below the horizon on its road to other lands, leaving behind
it a track of light across the still waters.   One evening in
the Pacific the whole sky, east as well as west, was covered with
pink clouds, which found their counterpart in the water below.
It is at times such as sunset, when sky and sea form a joint
panorama, that the dweller on the water truly comes into his
own.   In ordinary circumstances, contrary to what might be
expected, the ocean appeals less to the imagination when seen
from shipboard than when viewed from the land; without fore-
ground or counterbalancing element its restless infinity seems
bewildering to the comprehension.   But when at sea the sky
takes up the tale; then the waters below and the firmament above
each find in the other their perfect complement and expression.
As soon as twilight reigned the gazer was recalled to the
work-a-day world; the navigator came up from the chart-room
to take the ship's position by the evening star, the junior member
of the watch clambered up the fore-rigging to hang out the ship's
lights, and so night fell,
One of the charms of a ship is that she never sleeps.   In the
hours of darkness the ordinary habitation relapses to a state of

